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Get in-depth analysis of Checkers Speech, with this section on Symbols, Motifs, and Rhetorical Devices.

For example, the viewers who participate in a mass media convergence may retell the story in small group
conversations with friends, family, co-workers. For example, I would assume that Nixon designed his message
to combat the antithesis of the fantasy themes presented in his speech. Finally, the author will offer an
evaluation of Nixon's discourse in the "Checkers" speech. Nixon succeeded and was able to continue to be a
dominant rhetorical and political force for the next forty years. Mazzo, E. Nixon welcomes examination
because he has nothing to hide. Each of these themes respond to issues of mistrust and dishonesty levied
against Nixon. Nixon is the common man hero who has worked hard to reach his position in life. Thus,
Nixon's initial comments were directly targeted at these concerns and specifically addressed the theme of
morality. The largest television viewing audience to date responded with a torrent of letters and telegrams to
the GOP urging the party to keep Nixon on the presidential ticket. New York: Viking Press. Six crises.
Method Bormann describes the three-step process the critic should follow when doing fantasy theme analysis.
Nixon's discussion of Checkers serves to gain favor from his supporters and ridicule those who have attacked
him. References Benoit, W. Mattson, Connor Study Professor of Contemporary History , says it set the stage
for decades of conservative rhetoric critical of elites, even though conservative candidates often come from or
are largely backed by the wealthy and well-connected. Nixon and Eisenhower were also running against
democratic candidates Stevenson for President and Sparkman for Vice president. Black and white spotted.
Brockriede, W. The evaluative criteria, which Brockriede suggests that all rhetorical critics use, is the fantasy
theme theoretical perspective. Costello mentions an explanation of the fund as given by the funds trustee Dana
Smith, "We realized that his salary was pitifully inadequate. And viewers of the time, unused to or unaware of
the ploy, ate it up. Once Nixon has established the morality of such a fund he then begins to offer evidence and
corroboration to support his assertion that the fund was not used for his personal gain. The leaders of the
Republican National Committee felt that the presidential candidate, General Dwight Eisenhower, had been
placed in an embarrassing position and serious consideration was given to dropping Nixon from the ticket.
Fantasy themes emerge from symbolic convergence. Nixon also stresses that his current life is still not a free
ride. I got a couple of letters of commendation. Therefore, the inference is that the fund remains morally as
well as legally sound. Fantasy themes are component parts of greater dramas or rhetorical visions. Therefore,
to understand the vision you must examine the fantasy themes. Bush reinforced that image with frequent
photos of himself clearing brush at his Texas ranch. Nixon mentions that, "the only man who can lead us in
this fight to rid the government of both those who are communists and those who have corrupted this
government is Eisenhower. The major themes which are addressed in the artifact emerge as a result of the
symbolic convergence which takes place in the mass audience. Bormann believes shared reality can be taken
as evidence that convergence has occurred. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press. Thus, the concept
of symbolic convergence asserts that communication creates reality. Nixon's only hope for political survival
was to find a way to regain public trust and support. Nixon, R. Throughout this speech Nixon chooses to
emphasize his honesty and integrity. Nixon knew that within the context of an election these types of attacks
were fair game. In the midst of this scandal and at his own request, Senator Nixon went on nationwide radio
and television to "take his case to the American people. Therefore, the final section of the analysis will attempt
to assign motive to the artifact.


